
 

CHAMP-6: now with even more comfort 

The CASCO CHAMP has always been considered an extremely comfortable helmet. Since CASCO 

doesn´t just accept the status-quo the developing team of the helmet specialist was even able to 

upgrade the comfort of the helmet.  After the complete revision according to the new VG1 CASCO 

equips the success model SPIRIT-6 with extra features such as flip-up glasses as an optional accesso-

ry. The flip-up glasses offer protection against sun, rain and wind, a frameless panorama view and 

temple-free comfort. At the same time, it has with optical class 1 the highest available quality for 

glasses. CASCO also upgrades the interior and sets therewith a new standard in terms of comfort. 

Conveniently, the new interior padding is exchange- and washable. Together with the CASCO helmet 

care products it makes the CHAMP-6 always hygienic clean and odour-free. The removable sun visor 

is also new. Depending on the weather the short or long shield can be attached to the helmet, to 

have always the best situational protection.  

Visually the new CHAMP-6 stays true to the proven very popular design and CASCO only enhances 

the helmet en detail. It receives for example a high-quality metal emblem at the rear, which enhanc-

es the elegant look. The appealing round helmet shape ensures compactness and aesthetics, premi-

um materials are typical for CASCO quality and small details such as the ventilation holes in stainless 

steel make the difference.  

CASCO provides a complete padding for the cold season as an optional accessory. 

 

Recommended sales price:  

220 € (helmet with 2 helmet shields incl.);  

49,95  € (flip-up glasses) 

 

sizes:  

S = 54-56 cm, M = 57-58 cm, L = 59-62 cm 
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